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A major recent advance in quality engineering and industrial statistics is the development and applications of robust parameter design for product and process improvement. This methodology, pioneered by the Japanese quality expert Dr. Genichi Taguchi, has now been widely used in industries in many countries, and many industrial case studies can be found in proceedings of statistical and quality meetings and in publications by private consulting organizations such as the American Supplier Institute. The industrial statistics research community has given a lot of attention to parameter design, which is evidenced by the rapid increase of publications on the subject. A comprehensive discussion on parameter design can be found in a Technometrics article edited by Nair. The main purpose of this commentary is to point out some problems associated with Taguchi's approach to parameter design for 'dynamic' characteristics and to outline sound alternatives. Owing to the abbreviated nature of this commentary, readers may wish to refer to References 2 and 3 for technical details.

Taguchi defined two general classes of application for his parameter design methodology which he referred to as 'static characteristics' and 'dynamic characteristics'. Most of the interest in parameter design generated in the statistical literature has focused on static applications. With a few exceptions such as References 6 and 7, relatively little work has appeared on the dynamic problem. Static characteristic applications involve situations where the goal can be summarized as getting the value of a quality characteristic of interest, Y, as close as possible to a single specified target value. For example, Kacker and Shoemaker consider a process which deposited layers of silicon on top of silicon wafers. The goal was to make the thickness of the deposited layer as close as possible to a target value. Dynamic characteristic applications, on the other hand, involve situations where the performance of the system is determined by the relationship between a signal factor, M, and an observed response, Y. In these cases, the response is required to assume different values as a result of changes in the signal factor. Since the term 'dynamic' is somewhat misleading, Miller and Wu suggested that such applications be referred to as signal–response systems. Here we will use the two terms interchangeably.

One general class of signal–response systems is multiple target applications. For example, Yano (Reference 9, p. 293) describes a process where parts are machined using a lathe. Different applications required machined parts with different degrees of surface roughness to be produced. As it was known that the feed rate of the tool bit could be used to alter surface roughness, feed rate was selected as the signal factor. How reliably surface roughness can be controlled by adjusting feed rate depends on the characteristics of the relationship between surface roughness and feed rate. It was thought that other factors such as lathe, cutting speed, depth of tool cut, type of tool cut, corner radius, cutting edge angle, front escape angle, and side scoop angle may affect this relationship, so an experiment was conducted to find preferred settings for these factors. A second class of signal-response applications is measurement systems. A measurement system is the process used to obtain an estimate of some quantity of interest for a given unit or sample, and may include the sampling procedure, sample preparation, and calibration, as well as the actual measurement process. The true amount of the quantity present can be considered as an input signal, M, which the system converts into a measured value or response, Y. The precision with which M can be estimated based on Y is determined by the characteristics of the relationship between M and Y.

Taguchi's experimentation strategy for dynamic applications is a modification of his approach for static applications. Experimental factors are divided into three groups: control factors, noise factors, and the signal factor. Control factors represent aspects of the process which can easily be adjusted by the operator. These represent the opportunities available to modify the process in order to improve performance. Noise factors represent conditions which are
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thought to affect the process but are too difficult or expensive to control during the usual operation of the system. These factors cause variation in the process and thus have an adverse effect on performance. Performance will be improved if the process can be made insensitive to noise factors. Taguchi advocates a product array design with the control factor levels determined by an inner array and the signal and noise factor levels determined by an outer array. For each combination of control factor levels in the inner array, observations are made corresponding to each run in the outer array and a fitted linear model for the response as a function of the signal factor, either \( Y = \beta_0 + \beta_1 X \) or \( Y = \beta_0 + \beta_1 M \) depending on the circumstances, is obtained using least squares. The dynamic signal-to-noise (SN) ratio for the \( i \)th control factor combination is defined as

\[
SN_i = \frac{\hat{\beta}_1^2}{s^2}
\]

where \( \hat{\beta}_1 \) is the least squares estimate for \( \beta_1 \), and \( s^2 \) is the standard estimate of residual variation.

Taguchi assumes that the ideal signal–response relationship is a deterministic linear function of the form \( Y = \beta_0 + \beta_1 M \) where \( \beta_0 \) and \( \beta_1 \) represent the ideal values of the intercept and slope respectively, and \( 'i' \) denotes target (not a power of \( \beta \)). Any departures from the ideal function indicates the system is not working efficiently and results in a loss of quality. A two-step optimization procedure is used to optimize the true signal–response relationship. First the calculated SN ratios or more commonly the logarithms of these ratios are treated as the response over the control array runs. Standard analyses such as analysis of variance or normal plots of estimated effects are used to determine control factor settings which maximize the dynamic SN ratio. Then ‘adjustment factors’ are used to move \( \beta_0 \) and \( \beta_1 \) to the target values. These adjustment factors are factors which have been identified, either from previous knowledge or from the results of the experiment, as having no effect on the dynamic SN ratio but which are able to adjust the values of \( \beta_0 \) and \( \beta_1 \).

Taguchi’s methodology can be motivated using a quadratic loss model. Suppose we assume that the ideal signal–response function is linear, and that at a fixed value of \( M \), loss is proportional to the squared deviation of \( Y \) from its ideal value as defined by the ideal function. In equation (1), \( s^2 \) is proportional to the sum of the squared residuals and so could be interpreted as being a measure of loss over the outer array runs provided that the fitted signal–response function is the same as the ideal function. Now if it is assumed the signal–response function can be modified in such a manner that any change in \( \beta_1 \) is accompanied by a corresponding change in the squared deviations then (1) would be a measure of \( \text{loss} \cdot \frac{1}{Y} \) given that the signal–response function is adjusted to target.

Taguchi’s dynamic SN ratio approach has several deficiencies. First, the assumption that the ideal signal–response relationship is linear is unnecessarily restrictive. There are examples, such as electronic amplification circuits, where a linear relationship is required, and Liggett specifically addresses such systems. However, in many other applications linearity does not hold. Certainly, both measurement systems and multiple target systems can operate very successfully based on a non-linear signal–response relationship provided the form of the relationship is well understood. In addition, the dynamic SN ratio lumps all the information about the performance of the system into a single measure for each combination of control factors. This measure is affected by the sensitivity of the response to the signal factor, departures of the signal–response relationship from linearity, variation due to each of the noise factors, and variation due to other uncontrolled sources. As a result useful information about how specific control factors affect these different aspects of the system is lost. Such information may aid the experimenters in understanding the system and point them in promising directions for system improvement. Also, the assumption that adjustment factors which do not affect the SN ratio are either known to exist or can be reliably identified is unwarranted in many situations. Finally, the product array designs advocated by Taguchi are often unnecessarily large, which results in inefficient experiments. See Reference 11 for a similar point in the context of static applications.

An alternative strategy for signal–response application is to model the response as a function of all the experimental factors (control, noise, and signal), which is an adaptation of the response modelling approach suggested by Welch et al. and Shoemaker, Tsui and Wu for static applications. There are some clear advantages to this approach over Taguchi’s methodology. First, all experimental factors can be varied according to a single design array which allows much greater flexibility in selecting a design. This will often result in a more economical experiment than can be obtained using a product array design. Secondly, the response model will provide a detailed picture of how control factors interact with the noise factors and the signal factor. This insight will often suggest promising avenues for future research. Grove and Davis provide an interesting discussion of the response modelling approach applied to a signal–response application.

In general, we recommend a modification to the response model approach which we refer to as response function modelling. The idea is to model the signal–response relationship as a function of the control and noise factors which often simplifies the analysis process. A product array design is used but for this approach the control and noise factors are put in the inner array and only the signal factor is...
in the outer array. Note that this type of design is particularly suited to a split-plot experiment with control and noise factors assigned to main units and the signal factor assigned to split units. For many signal–response applications this will be an attractive option since the signal factor is often easy to adjust relative to control and noise factors. For each inner array run, a fitted parametric model of the signal–response relationship is obtained using the observations corresponding to the signal levels in the outer array. The fitted parameters of these models are then analysed as functions of the control and noise factors. For example, if a linear model of the form \( Y = \beta_0 + \beta_1 M + \epsilon \) where \( \epsilon \sim N(0, \sigma^2) \) is a suitable approximation of the signal–response function, then estimates of \( \beta_0, \beta_1 \) and \( \sigma^2 \) are obtained for each run in the inner array. These estimates are then analysed as functions of the control and noise factors. In this manner, a clear picture of how the control and noise factors affect the signal–response relation is obtained. Usually, it will be possible to identify preferred settings of the control factors directly from this analysis by considering the function of the system being studied. As an example, a multiple target system will have a required set (or range) of target values and a usable range of the signal factor. The control factor settings must allow all required target values to be obtained for levels of the signal factor in the usable range. Further, the sensitivity of the signal–response relationship to each of the noise factors should be made as small as possible and the size of residual variation should be minimized. Finally, provided that all targets remain obtainable, it may be advantageous to make the sensitivity of the response to the signal as small as possible since any error in setting the signal factor will be transmitted to the response through the gradient of the signal–response relationship. Therefore, selection of control factor settings is made on the basis of optimizing these different aspects of the signal–response relationship. In most cases this is straightforward.

A problem can arise if some control factors have conflicting effects on different aspects of the signal–response relationship. For example, setting a particular control factor to minimize the variation due to one of the noise factors may conceivably increase the variation due to a second noise factor. In such cases, a formal performance measure can be devised which combines the different aspects of a desirable signal–response relationship into a single measure. Preferred control factor settings can be identified by evaluating this measure for different control factor combinations using the fitted model for the signal–response relationship. Miller and Wu\(^3\) provides a discussion of suitable performance measures for signal–response systems as well as illustrating the response function modelling procedure.

Signal–response or dynamic characteristics are an important application of robust parameter design which has unfortunately been somewhat neglected in the statistical literature. We recommend the response function modelling approach since it retains the advantages of the more general response modelling approach while often simplifying the analysis and interpretation of the experiment. A diverse range of models can be entertained for the signal–response relationship without making the modelling procedure too complicated. The following classes of models will often prove useful:

1. Linear models in \( M \) (possible after a suitable transformation of \( M \) and/or \( Y \))
2. Polynomial functions of \( M \)
3. Non-linear models suggested by engineering knowledge

In all these cases, the response function modelling procedure simply consists of fitting the chosen signal–response relationship for each run in the inner array and then modelling the fitted parameters as functions of the control and noise factors. In this way the effects of control and noise factors on different aspects of the signal–response relationship are evaluated directly. (For example if a linear model is used for the signal–response function, then it is readily apparent from the analysis which control and noise factors affect the slope and which ones affect the intercept.) Usually settings of the control factors can be selected directly from the fitted signal–response model.
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